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NN Task Example Input Example Output
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NN Task Example Input Example Output

Binary 
classification

features +/-

Multiclass 
classification

features decl, imper, … 

Sequence sentence POS tags

Sequence to 
Sequence 

(English) sentence (Spanish) sentence

Tree/Graph 
Parsing

sentence dependency tree or 
AMR parsing



(Slide from Manning and Socher)
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Perceptron



Perceptron



FFNNs
Feed Forward Neural Net – Multiple layers of neurons
Can solve non-linearly separable problems
(All arrows face the same direction)
Applications:

Text classification – sentiment analysis, language detection, …
Unsupervised learning – dimension reduction, word2vec
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Compact diagram



FAQ
How do I interpret an NN?

An NN performs function approximation
Connections in an NN posit relatedness
 Lack of connection posits independence



FAQ
What do the weights mean?

 Functional perspective – these weights optimize NN’s task performance 
Representation perspective – weights represent unlabeled, distributed 

knowledge (useful but not generally interpretable)



FAQ
Can an NN learn anything?

No, but … 

 (Given infinite training data, memory, etc.)

Theorem: ‘One hidden layer is enough to represent (not learn) an 
approximation of any function to an arbitrary degree of accuracy’



FAQ
What happens if I make an NN deeper?

W
id

th

Depth

Width controls 
overfitting/underfitting

Depth allows complex 
functions, can reduce 
overfitting



(Goodfellow 2017)



activation functions
Activation function – “squishes” neuron inputs into an output

Use in output layer – Sigmoid (binary class), Softmax (Multiclass)
Use in hidden layers – ReLU, Leakey ReLU

Sigmoid ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit)



training
To train an NN, you need:

Training set - ordered pairs each with an input and target output
 Loss function - a function to be optimized, e.g. Cross Entropy
Optimizer - a method for adjusting the weights, e.g. Gradient Descent

Gradient Descent – use gradient 
to find lowest point in a function



backpropagation
Backpropagation = Chain Rule + Dynamic Programing

Loss function – measures NN’s 
performance. 

Adjust weights by gradient (using a learning 
weight) of the loss. Save repeated partial 
computations along the way.



loss functions
 Loss function – measures NN’s performance. 

Probabilistic interpretation
 Binary output - Binary Cross Entropy and Sigmoid
 Multiclass/Sequence output - Categorical Cross Entropy and Softmax
 either Generative or Discriminative

Geometric interpretation
 Mean Squared Error or Hinge Loss (like in Structured Perceptron)





RNNs
Recurrent Neural Net - Model a sequence of any length
Weight sharing, Unlimited history
 (also – LSTM, GRU, Bidirectional)
Applications:

 Language models
 Language Generation
 Sequence classification - Part-of-Speech tagging

Not just words (characters, structured data, …)







RNN



RNN Language 
Model



Weight Sharing



RNN Dimensions

M
ulti-Layered

Depth

Dimension

or



RNN Part-of-Speech Tagger
How is an RNN different than HMM?



RNN Part-of-Speech Tagger
How is an RNN different than HMM? 

Unlimited History
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Compact diagram



Encoder-Decoder models
Encoder-Decoder model (also Seq2Seq) – Take a sequence as 

input and predict a sequence as output
Input and Output may be different lengths
Encoder (RNN) models input, Decoder (RNN) models output
Applications:

Machine Translation
Morphological Analysis



Encoder Decoder



Encoder (English) Decoder (French)



Embeddings
Embeddings - Dense vector representations of words, characters, 

documents, etc.
Used as input features for most Neural NLP models
Prepackaged – Word2Vec, Glove
Use pre-trained word embeddings and train them yourself!



Some References
NN Packages – TensorFlow, PyTorch, Keras
Some Books

Goldberg book (free from Georgetown)
Goodfellow book (Chapters and Videos)


